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Abstract
“Shape from shading,” the use of shading as a cue for the perception of shape and depth, was
investigated in five European starling (Sturnus vulgaris). There has been a minimal amount of
research done on the visual cognition of starlings and this experiment is the first time our lab is
using starlings as a model species. The current study mirrors the Cook, Commons-Miller, Kieres
(2009) experiment looking at shape from shading in pigeons. Starlings were operantly trained to
discriminate between convex and concave stimuli. Discrimination was determined by the
starlings peck rates. Although this an ongoing study, at the time the data were sampled, it
appears that starlings can learn to discriminate shapes using shading cues. Future directions are
discussed.
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The Use of Shape from Shading by the European Starlings, Sturnus vulgaris
Imagine a bird who could not tell the difference between the seeds it feeds on and the
pebbles surrounding them, or a chimpanzee who could not distinguish one branch of a tree from
another. What if you stumbled over the edge of a cliff because you could not see the precipitous
drop below? What could happen if you could not distinguish the mug on your table from the
table itself? The ability to navigate through the environment by adapting behavior to sensory
input is essential to survival, whether it be the ability to avoid a sharp drop in elevation or to
reach out to a food source in the distance. As such, object discrimination is vital to existence.
The senses allow us to detect our environment and to create a mental representation of the
external world. Even though those that are blind can distinguish objects using their senses of
touch, smell, and hearing, the main sensory modality for human and many other animals is
vision.
Visual input is often used as the most common and immediate basis for object
discrimination in humans. Given such an important role, one may think our visual system was
infallible, but the image that falls on the retina is subjected to a large amount of processing which
can introduce errors in perception. Although the visual system is tuned to contrasts and edge
detection, the boundaries of an object are not always clear. The black and white stripes on zebras
can fool a lion’s visual system so he cannot detect an individual zebra in a herd, making it
difficult to find a suitable prey. Countershading, the lighter coloring of an animal’s ventral side,
allows animals to blend in to their background regardless of whether they are viewed from above
or below, and decreases the appearance of distinct shadows on their ventral side. In addition to
determining where one object ends and another begins, the visual system is responsible for
creating the impression of a three-dimensional world from a two-dimensional screen – the retina.
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Depth is a defining property of any three-dimensional object and is necessary to determine the
object’s overall shape. Yet depth cannot be extrapolated from the image that falls on the retina
and we must rely on stereovision or a number of monocular cues, such as shading, to determine
depth.
In this study we are investigating “shape from shading,” the use of shading as a cue for
the perception of shape, in the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris). Many three-dimensional
objects have shadows or shading gradients associated with their shape. Shading is due to the
reflection of light off of an object and into the retina and plays a role not only in object
perception, but also in determining depth. The shading gradient is dependent on the light source,
and therefore the direction of the light source must be known in order to perceive shape from
shading (Mingolla & Todd, 1986). If the perception of shape and depth is fundamental to gauge
interactions with the environment, then the ability to perceive cues associated with them should
be evolutionarily conserved. Even though we do not know where shading information is
processed in the brain, there is evidence that indicates that it occurs early in the visual pathway.
Like humans, birds use vision as their principal sensory modality and are capable of
processing a wide variety of visual stimuli even though they possess a small central nervous
system. If shading is processed early in the human visual pathway, it is possible that the use of
shading cues is conserved across species. Although much research has been performed regarding
the visual system of pigeons and chickens, only a handful of studies look at the use of shading as
a pictorial cue for depth and object discrimination in these birds. An unpublished study found
that pigeons can use shading information as a pictorial depth cue to determine the shape of an
object (Cook, Commons-Miller, & Kieres, 2009). The current study adapted the procedure from
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Cook et al. (2009) to test the visual abilities of starlings. This is especially interesting since
current research on the visual perception of starlings is minimal.
Pigeons and starlings are from the orders Columbiformes and Passeriformes respectively.
Passeriformes includes half of all bird species and are referred to as “passerines,” consisting of
species traditionally thought of as song birds. Passerines have vocal nuclei in their brain which
are not present in non-passerine species such as pigeons (as cited by Templeton & Gonzalez,
2004). This may be indicative of different cerebral organization in these two birds. Despite this
difference, there are retinal similarities – the width of the binocular and monocular fields of
starlings and pigeons are comparable (Martin, 1986). In addition, a study characterizing the
foraging behavior of birds based on visual fields grouped starlings and pigeons together as birds
which use visual cues to guide their bill to find food and as a result have similar patterns of
scanning for predators (Fernández-Juricic, Erichsen, & Kacelnik 2004). Thus, while the two
species have some features of their visual capacity in common, there may still be differences in
the way they process information. Starlings are becoming more common as research subjects
(Asher & Bateson, 2008) and were chosen as a model passerine species in this experiment. If the
cues that allow us to perceive shape are conserved, and pigeons are found to be responsive to
shape from shading information, then we expect starlings to be able to use shading as a cue for
object discrimination.
The majority of the past research on shape from shading has been conducted with
humans. These studies provide insight into the perceptual properties of how shading may be
processed by the human visual system and may help us understand how starlings use shading
information. Additionally, there has been a lot of progress made in computationally solving
shape from shading, but these models are irrelevant to this paper. In the following sections shape
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from shading in humans is discussed to provide background on what is known about the
phenomenon from human studies; shape from shading research in animals is described to look at
the possible evolutionary role of shading information; and current visual perception research in
starlings, that is not directly related to shape from shading, is reviewed to serve as a background
for what is known about the visual cognition of this species.
Shape from Shading in Humans
Human studies looking at the role of shape from shading has found that there are two
assumptions that appear to be made when viewing shape from shading stimuli: that the light is
coming from “above” and that there is only one light source. Since the shading is the uneven
reflection of light, the perceived shape of an object based on shading cues is contingent on the
perceived direction of light. Shading information alone can be used to separate concave and
convex stimuli, and in visual search tasks. Current research in shape from shading indicates that
it may be a fairly early process. Furthermore, shading can play a role in the perception of motion
and is subjected to top-down processing from the brain.
One of the earliest studies on shape from shading was performed by Yonas, Kuskowski,
and Sternfels (1979) who investigated the use of different frames of reference in the
determination of convexity or concavity using only shading cues in children from the ages of
three to eight years. The stimuli were made from a photograph of a molded surface that had a
concavity and a convexity without any cast shadows (see Figure 1). Two photographs were taken
with the picture of the concavity in opposite directions. The stimuli looked like two adjacent
circles on a gray surface with opposing shading gradients and were placed in a frame five
centimeters from the wall. Since there were no shadows in the photograph, the direction of the
illumination source was ambiguous. According to Yonas et al., the direction of the light source
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could be interpreted by three frames of reference: egocentric, where the lighting is assumed to
come from the top relative to head position; environmental, from the ceiling or sun; or external,
by the direction of the illumination in the space surrounding the picture in question. These
conditions were created by adjusting the angle of external light, head tilt, and shadow cast by the
photograph on the wall.
Participants were asked to determine which of the two shaded circles represented the
“bump” or convexity. In all three conditions, the convexity was defined as the circle with the
lighter side towards the actual or assumed direction of light. Overall, Yonas et al. concluded that
the direction of illumination had an effect on the perceived shape of the objects. The egocentric
frame of reference was most commonly used by children of all ages and was used as the main
frame of reference for the youngest age group (three to four years); however, the ability to
respond to the environmental and external lighting condition increased with the age of the
participants. Yonas et al. noted that rotating the photograph 180º changed the perceived
convexity. Instead of attributing the difference to the perceived direction of the light source,
Yonas et al. asserted that this effect may have resulted from the assumption that the object is
usually viewed from the top rather than the bottom.
The assumption that the object is viewed from the top is closely related to one of the
assumptions used when determining shape from shading – that that the light is coming from
“above” (Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Symons, Cuddy, & Humphrey
2000). If the light is assumed to be coming from above, then the object is presumably below the
light source and is being viewed from the top. Similar to the photograph tested by Yonas et al.
(1979), computerized circles with vertical shading gradients from top to bottom, with the lighter
side at the top are nearly always perceived as being convex whereas those with the lighter side
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on the bottom are viewed as being concave (Ramachandran 1988; see top Figure 2). In addition,
Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992) found that tilting the head relative to the stimulus cause the
perceived shape to switch, indicating that light is assumed to come from “above” relative to the
retina, rather than gravitational cues indicated by vestibular modulation. Given that the perceived
shape is not subjected to immediate correction by the vestibular system, this may indicate that
shading is processed early in the visual pathway.
Even though Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992) postulated that “above” was determined
by retinal coordinates and Yonas et al. (1979) indicated that children naturally seem to use the
orientation of their heads to determine shape from shading, subsequent research has shown that
head tilt is not the sole factor defining what is “up”. A study by Jenkin, Jenkin, Dyde and Harris
(2004), looked deeper into the role of visual, gravitational, and body cues on the perception of
shape from shading. Participants were shown a circle with a shading gradient and asked to rotate
the circle until they perceived it to be at its maximum convexity while altering body orientation
by sitting upright or lying to the side in the York Tilted Room. The York Tilted Room is an
ordinary room constricted on its side so “up” as indicated by visual cues such as the light,
furnishing, wallpaper, and mannequins placed in the room is parallel to the actual floor,
perpendicular to the gravitational cues. Previous research had shown that vertical gradients of
shading (top to bottom gradients) produced the strongest sense of depth when lighting is assumed
from “above” (Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992). Thus, in the Jenkin et al.
(2004) experiment, the orientation of the gradient at its maximum convexity was used to
determine the perceived direction of “up.” Jenkin et al. found that the perception of “up” relied
not on retinal cues alone, but on the vector sum of all three sources of information – visual,
gravitational , and body cues.
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Another assumption made when viewing shape from shading stimuli is that the light
source is coming from one direction (Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992).
This can be seen in pairs of stimuli with horizontal gradients in opposing directions where it is
nearly impossible to perceive both circles as being concave or convex simultaneously (see
bottom Figure 2). The brain seems to choose one side to be the direction of the light source and
the convexity and concavity of the object is set relative to the light. Ramachandran suggests that
this is because in nature there is only one source of light – the sun. While it is possible to change
the perceived direction of light, it is very difficult to imagine two different light sources at
opposite ends of the stimuli without losing the perception of depth. Similarly, Symons et al.
(2000) found that the direction of light has an effect on the impression of depth. However,
instead of an overhead light assumption, the authors suggest a unitary light source that is not
horizontal.
This effect of attaining shape information from shading is so strong that the shading
gradient could be used to perceptually group concave and convex circles (Ramachandran, 1988;
Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Symons et al., 2000). Rotating the shaded circles 90º so the
gradients varied horizontally from left to right decreased the perception of depth as well as the
participant’s ability to visually group opposing gradients (Ramachandran 1988, Kleffner &
Ramachandran 1992). Jenkin et al. (2004) suggests that this is because the maximal convexity
(he did not look at concavities) occurs when the gradient is aligned with the light source. A
vertical shading gradient gives the greatest impression of shape because it is in line with the light
source – vertical to the viewer. Symons et al. (2000) related the degree of rotation to the apparent
depth of the shaded circle by asking participants to indicate the depth of varying orientations of
gradients clockwise from 0º to 180º in 22.5º degree intervals. They found that the perception of
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depth varied with the orientation of the gradient. A study by Todd, Koenderink, van Doorn, and
Kappers (1996) extended the finding that the angle of illumination and the direction of light
source impact perceived depth to natural objects. Participants were given photographs of the
torsos male and female mannequins and ask to gauge the depth of various locations. Their
perception of depth varied depending on the angle of the torso to the light source. Thus, the
perception of an object’s depth based on shading is dependent on the direction of the lighting
source.
Expanding on Ramachandran’s (1988) study, Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992) found
that shading gradients can be used in visual search tasks in which the participant is asked to note
whether or not an object is present or absent among a field of distractors. When searching for a
single convex circle among many concave ones, the number of distractors did not have an effect
on the participant’s reaction time. Since determining shape (concave or convex) from shading is
not dependent on the number of distractors, Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992) postulated that
shading information could be used in a pre-attentive search, possibly due to early processing of
shading information. Interestingly, the magnitude of the perceived depth of the circle was larger
when there were more contrasting circles of the opposite gradient surrounding it. Naïve subjects,
who had not performed the task previously, were able to detect concave circles mare easily than
convex ones. This may be attributed to Symons et al. (2000) finding that concavities gave a
stronger sense of depth then convexities. Circles that gave a greater perception of depth had
better performance in the search task and this may be why the concavities are easier to detect.
However, the biological significance of this is still unclear.
Occluding surfaces and borders can also play a large role in shape from shading
(Ramachandran, 1988). If, instead of viewing the stimulus as circles on a uniform background,
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the background was viewed as a grating beyond which is a graded background, the perception of
depth from shading was eliminated (see top Figure 2). Additionally, borders influenced the
perceived shape of the object and the perceived direction of the light source. Even if boundaries
are segmented and there is no gradient difference between the perceived object and its
background, they can still influence the perceived depth and shape of the object (see Figure 3). A
study done by Bulthoff and Mallot (1988) found that the perception of three dimensions in
shaded ellipsoids using shading information is overridden when modified by the presence of
edge information. Thus, the interpretation of shape from shading information is subjected to topdown processing.
Ramachandran found that fluctuations in shading over time can be used to convey motion
(Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992), but in order to “see” motion, the threedimensional nature of the object must be established from its shading gradient. The ability to
perceive motion in a circle with a vertical gradient is easier than with a horizontal gradient
(Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992), possibly due to the decreased perception of depth in
horizontal gradients. Since motion is usually thought of as being an early process and can be
modulated by shading, this provides further evidence that shape from shading occurs fairly early
in the visual stream (Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992). However, as fluctuations in shading
gradients can be used to give the illusion of motion, motion itself can be used to enhance object
perception using shading (Norman et al., 2004; Norman & Wiesemann, 2007). In an experiment
looking at the effect of old age on the ability to use shading, texture, and specular highlights (i.e.
the bright “spot” that appears on a shiny object from the reflection of light) to judge surface
orientation, performance in both groups was enhanced when the stimuli were shown to rotate
about their axis (Norman & Wiesemann, 2007).
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Overall, initial research regarding shape from shading seems to indicate that it is
processed fairly early in the visual system; however, where this processing occurs remains
unknown (Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Symons et al., 2000).
Research with an agnosia patient who was able to perform a search for shaded disks, but not for
bipartite disks, suggests that the two are processed differently (Symons et al., 2000). Bipartite
disks are circles that are half white and half black and are often used as a control in shape from
shading studies. In addition, a study with a neurological patient found evidence suggesting edges
and shading are computed by different pathways (Humphrey, Symons, Herbert, & Goodale,
1996). A learning algorithm employed by Lehky and Sejnowski (1988) to construct a network
model of how the brain computes gradients of shading to give the perception of shape yielded
results that resembled edge or bar detectors in the visual cortex. This may be supported by the
study of the neurological patient examined by Humphrey et al. whose V1 cortex was spared. In
addition, some cells in the V1 area of cats and monkeys have been found to respond to shading
information (Humphrey et al., 1996). Symons et al. (2000) suggest that determining shape from
shading is imprecise, but allows for a quick analysis of the environment. Given the role of shape
from shading in object discrimination and the likeliness that it is processed early in the visual
pathway, there may be reason to believe that it is evolutionarily conserved.
Shape from Shading in Animals
Shape from shading studies in animals have shown that a number of species are
responsive to shading information, however, not all species respond similarly to humans. This
may be due to the role the environment plays in the use of shading information. The following is
a summary of the findings of shape from shading in both non-human primates and birds. In
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particular, the use of shading information by pigeons and the findings of the Cook et al (2009)
study is described in detail.
A comparative study looking the perception of shape from shading in chimpanzees (Pan
troglodytes) and humans (Homo sapiens) found differences in species’ response to shading
stimuli (Tomonaga 1998). Subjects were asked to perform a series of visual search tasks in
which they were told to search and touch a target among a field of distractors. The stimuli were
similar to those used in previously described experiments, circles with a shading gradient. As
found in previous studies, human participants performed better with stimuli that used vertical
gradients than those that were horizontal. However, the chimpanzees were better at performing
the task when the gradient was horizontal. Since the chimpanzees were allowed to move freely
respective to the screen, Tomonaga ascertained that difference in performance was not due to
differences in viewing angle or head tilt. The chimpanzees showed no difference in performance
when the stimuli was changed into a square, or when bipartite stimuli was used but humans were
found to maintain the processing asymmetry for vertical gradients.
These results led Tomonaga to conclude that chimpanzees process shape from shading
information differently than humans, indicating a possible role of environment on the
development and use of shading as a perceptual element. Tomonaga (1998) proposes that tree
dwelling chimpanzees experience an environment that is richer in three dimensional information
compared to the open environment often inhabited by humans and Japanese macaques, (Macaca
fuscata). Interestingly, Japanese macaques, terrestrial primates, have been found to perform
similar to humans when tested in shape from shading experiments (Tomonaga 1998).
The role of the environment on the ability to use and detect shading information poses
questions regarding the development of shape from shading processing. Human Infants as young
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as seven months have been found to respond to pictorial depth cues and tend to reach out to
actual convexities (as cited in Tomonaga, 1998). Japanese and pigtailed macaques (Macaca
nemestrina) of three to four weeks old have both been shown to respond to pictorial depth cues
as well (Tomonaga, 1998). Tomonaga cited an experiment conducted by Hess in which chicks,
(Gallus domesticus) were raised in an environment where lighting came from below rather than
above to see if development in an environment where the light source was not overhead had an
effect on the overhead light assumption when viewing shape from shading stimuli. Chicks
pecked at pictures of grains that had shadows above or below the grains. There was no difference
between one week old chicks in the experimental and control conditions. However, as the chicks
developed, a difference emerged: chicks reared with lighting from below pecked more at pictures
of grains that had shadows above them. Tomonaga also notes that an additional study by
Hershberger (1970) was unable to replicate these results. However, he did find that if chicks
were trained to discriminate between real convex and concave stimuli, they could transfer this
discrimination on to photographs which had shading gradients coming from “above”.
Studies looking at object perception of pigeons (Columba livia) have found that they are
sensitive to monocular depth cues such as relative density, occlusion, relative size, line
perspective and shading information (Cavato & Cook, 2006; Reid & Spetch 1998). Cavato and
Cook (2006) found that pigeons can use relative density, occlusion, and relative size to determine
the sequential depth of three objects presented on a computer screen. In addition to these three
cues, Cavato and Cook found that pigeons were sensitive to shading information. Lighting cues
provided an additional cue for depth perception even when relative density, occlusion and
relative size were controlled for. Their findings led them to reason that pigeons do use some of
the same monocular depth cues as humans. This conclusion was supported by a study by Reid
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and Spetch (1998) which found that pigeons could attend to both line perspective and shading
information as pictorial depth cues. A study by Young, Peissig, Wasserman, Biederman (2001)
found that it may not be the absolute differences in brightness or shading that pigeons attune to
in three dimensions shapes, or geons, but rather relative differences. In the Young et al. study,
pigeons were trained to identify the shape of four geons. The accuracy of the pigeons dropped
when the geons were lit from a different angle, but changes in contrast did not have a great effect
on their accuracy. As Norman et al. (2004) and Norman and Weisemann (2007) noted in their
studies with humans, dynamic motion also appears to enhance the ability of pigeons to determine
three-dimensional space as found by Cook and Katz (1999). Pigeons were able to transfer the
discrimination of the dynamic stimuli over different axial rotations and colors, but the same was
not true of the static stimuli.
An unpublished study by Cook et al. (2009) further investigated the role of shading in the
determination of shape in pigeons. Pigeons were trained to discriminate between convex and
concave stimuli based on shading. The stimuli appeared to be concave or convex, with a visible
contour or edge and no other information present except a shading gradient and cast shadows
(see Figure 4). Birds were presented with images of this type of stimulus lit from four different
angles, viewed from two camera angles, and presented in two different colors – blue and peach.
Subjects were able to learn to discriminate the concave and convex stimuli within five to ten
sessions and were able to transfer the discrimination to novel stimuli.
The pigeons’ ability to discriminate between the concave and convex stimuli decreased as
the camera angle was increased from 5º to 85º in 10º increments. Similar results were found with
stimuli that varied in camera angle, but had no cast shadows. Discrimination was easier when the
height of the concavity or convexity was increased. Systematic removal of shading information
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dramatically decreased the pigeon’s ability to determine the shape of the object, showing that
they were indeed responding to the shading of the stimuli. Changes in specularity also affected
the pigeons’ ability to respond to shading information. While experiments in humans have found
increases in specularity increases the ability to gauge depth (Norman et al., 2004), large increases
in specularity seemed to have a slight negative effect on the ability of pigeons to discriminate
convex and concave images.
In the current study, we used the same stimuli as Cook et al. (2009) to determine the use
of shading information in European starlings. While much work has been done on the perceptual
abilities of pigeons and chickens, starlings are passerines – perching birds – and not much is
known about their visual system. However, given the indications that shape from shading is an
early process, the importance of object perception to survival, and the ability of macaques,
chicks, and pigeons to respond to shading information, we predict that starlings will be able to
determine shape from shading and can discriminate between convex and concave stimuli.
Visual Perception of Starlings
Much of the previous perception research with starlings has focused on their auditory and
vocal abilities (Asher & Bateson, 2008) rather than their visual cognition. Aside from the
experiments looking at the biological limitations of the starling visual system, the majority of the
studies that do focus on the visual cognition of starlings fall into one of four main topics: the
effect of the lateralization of their visual system on their discrimination abilities, the perception
of ultraviolet (UV) light and preference for an ultraviolet rich environment, the effect of flicker
rate on the welfare of starlings, and the detection of symmetry preferences. Although these topics
are not directly related to the use of shading as a visual cue by starlings, they indicate what is
currently known about their visual perception. Starlings have left-eye lateralization and are
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sensitive to UV light as a visual cue, but showed no preference for an environment rich in UV
light as opposed to one that is UV deficient. In addition, the flickering of fluorescent light does
not appear to be a great source of stress for starlings. Symmetry studies have found that starlings
could be trained to distinguish between symmetrical and asymmetrical stimuli, but the birds have
no initial preference for symmetrical or asymmetrical objects. These aspects of the starling’s
visual perception will be discussed further in the following sections.
Lateralization
Lateralization, or the localization of a process or attribute to one side of the body, can be
seen in humans by our handedness and the specializations of our left and right cerebral
hemispheres. Birds are also known to have lateralization of the left and right hemispheres,
however, unlike humans, the avian brain lacks a corpus callosum and almost all of the optic
nerves cross at the optic chiasm (as cited by Güntürkün & Kesch, 1987; Güntürkün & Hahmann,
1994; Güntürkün et al., 2000; Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004, Templeton & Christensen-Dykema,
2008). Therefore, only a limited amount of visual information can cross from one side of the
brain to the other. The majority of the information from the right eye travels to the left brain,
while information from the left eye is processed in the right brain.
Experiments have shown that there is right-eye lateralization for discrimination tasks in
pigeons (Güntürkün & Kesch, 1987; Güntürkün et al., 2000). This asymmetry has increased the
discrimination abilities of the pigeon with its right eye compared to its left when using
monocular occlusion. In a study where pigeons with either their left or right eye occluded were
observed as they pecked at 30 grains among 1000 similar looking pebbles, the pigeons that were
able to use their right eye had significantly higher discrimination accuracy (Güntürkün & Kesch,
1987). This lateralization could be due to differences in the eyes’ acuity, or differences in
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hemispheric processing. In a subsequent study, Güntürkün and Hahmann (1994) determined that
the pigeon’s ability to discriminate between stimuli with various spatial frequencies did not
differ in the left and right eye. This information in conjunction with the anatomical asymmetries
found in the tectofugal pathways – which is lateralized in the left hemisphere and implicated in
visual processing – lead Güntürkün to the conclusion that lateralization in pigeons is due to
hemispheric differences (as cited by Güntürkün & Hahmann 1994, Güntürkün et al., 2000;
Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004; Templeton & Christensen-Dykema, 2008). When comparing the
discrimination accuracy of the right and left eye in pigeons, in a task similar to Güntürkün and
Kesch (1987), Güntürkün et al. (2000) found that the pigeons with greater asymmetry between
their two eyes had better discrimination when discriminating with both eyes. Thus, Güntürkün
postulated that hemispheric lateralization was developed to facilitate computational processing in
the brain.
Lateralization is partly determined by the positions of the embryo in the developing egg
(Hart, Partridge, & Cuthill, 2000; Güntürkün & Hahmann, 1994; Güntürkün et al., 2000;
Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004). For example, light hits the right eye of a developing chicken to a
greater extent then the left eye. This has been shown to stimulate the development of the
tectofugal pathway in the left hemisphere (Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004). Similarly, occluding
the right eye and exposing the left eye to light during post-natal development diminishes
lateralization after hatching, both in terms of discrimination accuracy and the asymmetry of the
tectofugal pathway (Güntürkün & Hahmann, 1994). Similar head positions are found in chickens
and pigeons, non-passerines, as well as in the house wren (Troglodytes aedon) and northern
cardinal (Pyrrhuloxia cardinalis), the only passerines whose development has been studied
(Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004). The position of the starling embryo in the egg is not expected to
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differ much from other birds, which would lead one to hypothesize a right-side lateralization in
starlings.
However recent findings with starlings have shown that the left eye of starlings consists
of more single cone receptors of all wavelengths, and the right eye had more long-wavelength
double cones (Hart et al. 2001). While it is possible that starlings experience less ocular
occlusion of the left eye and more varied lighting conditions then the northern cardinal and house
wren due to their nesting preferences (Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004), the reason for the
lateralization of photoreceptors in the starling’s left eye is unclear. Templeton and Gonzalez
speculated that the left lateralization of the starling photoreceptors may be related to the
development and organization of the vocal nuclei in passerines (2004). Based on Hart et al.’s
anatomical findings, Templeton and Gonzalez, (2004) hypothesized that the retinal differences
between the left and right eye should be reflected in the starlings’ ability to perform visual
discriminations. Contrary to pigeons, starlings should be better at learning a discrimination task
with their left eye than their right.
Templeton and Gonzalez (2004) devised a study using monocular occlusion and a
simultaneous discrimination task where starlings were trained to discriminate between two
patterns on lids. One lid had food underneath it as a reward. Starlings were tested in one of three
conditions: left-eye only, right-eye only and both eyes. The starlings that were able to use only
their left eye performed as well as those using both eyes, but starlings using only their right eye
were not able to successfully learn the discrimination. In a second experiment, Templeton and
Gonzalez replicated this initial finding, looking at left- and right-eye occluded starlings only, and
looked at interocular transfer to the covered eye. Templeton and Gonzalez found that both leftand right- eye-only pigeons were able to learn the discrimination, but, the right-eye only pigeons
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were slower. No interocular transfer occurred. Starlings appear to reflect the lateralization of
their photoreceptors in their discrimination ability and show a left-eye preference as expected.
This is the opposite of what is found with pigeons and chickens, but correlates with the retinal
differences found in starlings.
In a follow up study, Templeton and Christensen-Dykema (2008) investigated the effect
of photoreceptor lateralization on cryptic prey detection by starlings. Starlings were taught to
discriminate symbols that were difficult to detect, but denoted which food wells contained food.
Control birds were allowed to use both eyes to perform the discrimination, but those in the
experimental group had either their left or their right eye occluded. Templeton and ChristensenDykema also tested the starlings for transfer of the learned discrimination to the covered eye.
Given their previous findings of left eye lateralization in starlings, Templeton and ChristensenDykema hypothesized that discrimination with the left eye should be equal to discrimination
with both eyes and better than right eye discrimination, and that the starlings will have poor
transfer to their covered eye. Since monocular occlusion limits the amount of information that
reaches the occluded eye, and hence its contralateral hemispheres, it was used to see if there was
any difference in the way the two eyes and the two sides of the brain, process information.
All starlings were able to learn the discrimination in this experiment. Starlings that had
the use of both of their eyes were able to learn the task faster then either the left or right
monocularly occluded condition. The starlings that learned the discrimination with the right eye
performed around chance (50% accuracy) when tested for transfer, whereas those that learned
with the left eye showed improvement in successive trials. This occurred even though there was
no difference in acquisition of the discrimination between the two monocular occlusion
conditions during training. Although these results vary from those obtained in the Templeton and
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Gonzalez (2004) study, it is possible that prey detection task and simultaneous discrimination
task require a different brain activation pattern. It should be noted that interocular transfer
experiments in pigeons yield mixed results depending on the training paradigm. Pigeons were
able to transfer discrimination when trained on a simultaneous or successive discrimination
paradigm, but not when the stimulus and the response key were spatially separated (Watanabe,
1986). The different results in these two experiments (Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004; Templeton
& Christensen-Dykema, 2008) may be indicative of a similar difference in starlings. In addition,
there may be some significance to the increase in performance in starlings trained with their left
eye. This may signify a preference for learning in the left eye, corresponding to the right side of
the brain, which is the opposite of what has been found with pigeons.
Ultraviolet light
Birds are known to be able to detect UV light with either a violet sensitive (VS) cone
which can detect UV light, mainly seen in non-passerines birds like pigeons, or a UV sensitive
(UVS) cone, found in passerines like starlings (Hart et al., 2000; Smith, Greenwood, & Bennett,
2002; Greenwood, et al., 2002). In an experiment by Smith et al. (2002), whether or not birds
(both passerines and non-passerines) use the information gathered from the VS/UVS to process
chromatic or achromatic information was tested. Achromatic processing is color-blind and is
mainly used to determine brightness, where as chromatic processing codes for colors. The
passerine and non-passerine birds tested were the European starling and the Japanese quail
respectively. Since, light conditions in embryonic development play a large role in proper
development of the avian visual system, whether or not rearing a quail in a UV deficient (UV-)
environment from birth affects the quail’s ability to detect UV light was investigated. The effect
of rearing a starling in a UV- environment was not explored.
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Birds were trained that a particular color in the grid pattern on a lid indicated that the lid
was hiding food. Stimuli were printed using an inkjet printer and UV appearance modified by
using filters. There were three experimental trials testing low wavelength color discrimination
(red or orange), UV rich (UV+) or UV- discrimination, where both chromatic cues and intensity
were variable, and another only condition testing UV discrimination with only chromatic cues
available. A variety of different intensities were tested to make sure that the birds were not
basing the discrimination on the brightness of the UV+ stimuli in the last experiment. In
addition, three probe tests were used to make sure the birds were not basing their discrimination
on olfactory cues, to determine the effect of filtering UV light in the experimental room, and to
verify whether or not the birds were using how dark or light a stimulus was to make the
discrimination. Both species of birds were able to learn to use UV light to make discriminations.
Even the quails reared in a UV- environment were able to discriminate between a UV+ and UVstimuli. Since both species of birds were able to detect the difference between the UV+ and UVstimuli without and reliable intensity cues, Smith et al. concluded that neither starlings nor quails
discriminated the UV+ stimuli with based on brightness, but rather using UV as a chromatic cue.
The use of UV light by birds is especially important given that many experimental birds
are housed in rooms that use fluorescent light, deficient of UV radiation. Since UV light is
undetectable by the human eye, it is difficult to assess the effect of a UV poor environment on a
bird’s welfare. Although Smith et al. (2002) speculated that birds use UV light chromatically,
how birds use the information from their UV cones is still under debate. Whether or not starlings
prefer a UV+ environment was tested in an experiment by Greenwood et al. (2002). Starlings
were placed in an apparatus consisting of two chambers connected by a dark tunnel. The two
chambers were lit with either UV- or UV+ light and starlings were placed in one of the chambers
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and allowed to move freely between the two light environments. It was found that the group of
starlings preferred a UV+ environment over one that is UV-. However, when starlings were
tested individually, no preference was seen. In addition, previous housing in a UV- environment
had no effect on the starlings’ UV preference. Nevertheless, it should be noted that in general,
light with greater intensity was preferred, and when quantal flux was equalized, there was no
significant preference for either the UV+ or UV- lighting environment. Thus, it is possible that
one of the reasons the UV+ environment was preferred originally is because it appears to be
brighter. Greenwood et al. concluded that it is possible that UV cones also play a role in
brightness perception. Since the starlings had no consistent preference for UV light, it is unlikely
that a UV- environment has a significant effect on the welfare of starlings.
Flicker rate
In addition to studies investigating the role of UV light on a starling’s well being, there is
concern that the flicker frequency of fluorescent light may also have harmful effects on the
welfare of these birds. The critical flicker frequency (CFF) is the threshold frequency over which
flickering light appears to be continuous. An image appears to be continuous because of the
summation of the photons hitting the photoreceptors over a period of time. Animals that require
more time to integrate visual information will have a lower CFF because they will not be able to
detect the small variances in light that occur during that processing period (D’Eath, 1998).
According to D’Eath, there is a tradeoff between sensitivity to light and motion perception.
Nocturnal animals that have acute vision in low light environments tend to require fewer photons
of light to produce an image. These animals would have difficulty perceiving fast motion
because they also have a longer summation period which would make a fast moving object
appear to be a blur. Creatures that live in an environment with less light tend to have a lower
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CFF, and those that move faster have a higher CFF. Humans have a maximum CFF of 60Hz, and
birds have been found to have CFF that ranges from 71.5-100Hz in chickens (Greenwood et al.,
2004) to 116-146Hz in pigeons (Maddocks, Goldsmith, & Cuthill, 2001). Since the starling is a
diurnal creature that can move much faster than the chicken, the CFF of starlings is thought to be
at least 100Hz.
CFF can vary greatly within a species due to a variety of factors such as age, and
intensity of light. As cited by Greenwood et al. (2004), humans can experience adverse effects of
flickering light (headaches, migraines, seizures, etc) at 100Hz, well above their perceptual CFF.
Since experimental birds are often housed under fluorescent light, with a flicker rate of 100120Hz, it is possible that the lighting has a detrimental effect on the starling’s well being. In a
study by Maddocks et al. (2001), the effect of flicker rate on a starling’s well being was
measured by placing starlings in a room with either low frequency or high frequency flickering
fluorescent light and sampling corticosterone levels. Corticosterone in the short term may be a
physiological adaptation to stress, but in the long term can cause chronic problems. Prolonged
exposure to flickering light may cause adverse events, create chronic stress as well as behavioral
changes. The results of Maddock et al.’s (2001) experiment were inconclusive. While some birds
did show higher basal corticosterone levels in the low frequency condition, there was too much
variability in the data. There was no significant effect of flicker rate on corticosterone levels.
However, the authors were unable to rule out the possibility that flicker is detrimental to bird’s
welfare and affects their behavior.
In a follow up study by Greenwood et al. (2004), starlings’ preference for high or low
frequency light was tested and their corticosterone levels and behaviors were noted. The quantal
flux in both the high flicker frequency and low flicker frequency light were measured to make
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sure the preference for a different flicker rate was not confounded by a difference in perceived
brightness. Starlings were placed in an apparatus consisting of two chambers connected by a
tube. Each chamber had a different frequency of light and it was found that starlings did indeed
prefer the chamber with the higher frequency of flickering light. Overall it was found that even
though birds prefer the higher frequency of flickering light, there was no detectable difference in
the corticosterone levels in those housed in low frequency light. The authors note that the
preference for high frequency light may simply be because the starlings may perceive the higher
frequency flickering light to be continuous, and thus more like their natural environment.
Starlings were able to distinguish between the two frequencies of light, but the low frequency
light did not have a significant effect on their welfare.
Symmetry
In a series of experiments (Swaddle & Pruett-Jones, 2001; Swaddle & Ruff, 2004;
Swaddle, Che & Clelland 2004; Swaddle & Johnson, 2007; Swaddle, Ruff, Page, Frame, &
Long, 2008) the starling’s preference and detection of symmetry was investigated. In particular,
the possible evolutionary role of fluctuating asymmetry (FA) was explored. FA is the small
variance in symmetry that is seen in a bilateral trait and is often indicative of an individual’s
ability to cope with environmental hardships and genetic quality. These asymmetries are thought
to have a role in sexual selection when they appear in secondary sex characteristic. For instance,
female barn swallows (Hirundo Rustica) prefer males with longer and more symmetrical wings
and tails, even though longer tails are can disrupt foraging and flying (Møller, 1993). Longer
and more symmetrical displays are energetically costly and a male barn swallow with low FA,
one that is more symmetrical, has shown that he is better able to adapt to the environment and
has higher fitness. In addition, it has been found that homozygotes tend to have higher levels of
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FA than heterozygotes, thus FA can be used to gauge genetic variability (Møller, 1993). In order
for FA to play a role in evolution of starlings, the starlings must be able to perceive symmetry
differences. However, current research regarding the starling’s symmetry perception has been
ambiguous.
Female starlings use the variations in the number of white dots on their chest plumage to
determine social interactions. It is possible that starlings also use the amount of asymmetry in the
arrangement of these dots to make this discrimination. In their initial experiment, Swaddle and
Pruett-Jones (2001) found that there were no pre-existing preferences for symmetry, but that
starlings could be taught to discriminate asymmetrical dot displays from symmetrical ones and
could transfer the concept to novel stimuli. However, in a subsequent study looking at the
starling’s ability to detect symmetry in dot displays with 50-88 dots, representative of the
number seen on a starling’s chest, starlings were unable to learn the discrimination (Swaddle &
Ruff, 2004). If the starlings used FA as a tool to determine fitness, then one would expect a
preference for symmetry. Interestingly, pigeons prefer objects that are slightly asymmetrical (as
cited in Swaddle & Pruett-Jones, 2001), but based on the two experiments described above, there
can be no conclusion drawn regarding the role of FA in starlings.
A counter-theory to the evolutionary role of FA suggests that the preference for
symmetry may be due to the averaging of asymmetrical images (Swaddle et al. 2004). When the
asymmetry in a group of objects is measured, the average asymmetry is 0%. Therefore the
preference for symmetry may not be related to fitness, but rather the generalization of a set of
traits and a preference for the average. This was studied by training starlings to preferentially
select stimuli that were either left or right-biased, or a combination of the two. It was found that
all groups were able to successfully learn the discrimination, and that during the testing phase,
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the group exposed to both stimuli were significantly more likely to select the food dishes with
more symmetrical stimuli (Swaddle et al. 2004). Overall the results support the new hypothesis
and indicate that the preference for symmetry may not necessarily be because it is associated
with an increase in fitness. However the authors admit that since the left and right side birds did
not show preference for a side bias when compared to the controls, they may be using a different
discrimination mechanisms or criteria.
In an attempt to quantify the acuity of the starling’s symmetry detection, two experiments
were done using paired symbols with asymmetries in terms of area (Swaddle & Johnson, 2007),
and images of the starling’s plumage that were digitally edited to contain various amounts of
asymmetry (Swaddle et al., 2008). Previous research with chickens have found that they can
detect up to 7.5% asymmetry, though taking some of the confounding variables into
consideration, that estimate is more like 20% (Swaddle & Johnson, 2007). The results with the
paired symbols showed that the starlings had no initial reference for symmetry and that starlings
could detect area asymmetries of up to 10%, higher than that of chickens (Swaddle & Johnson,
2007). However, when the dot asymmetry in a starling’s plumage was tested, it was concluded
that there is a limit to asymmetry detection between 10% and 15%. The average asymmetry in
birds was approximately 10.9%, implying that most individuals would appear to be symmetrical
to starlings, despite slight differences apparent to the human eye (Swaddle et al., 2008). While
Swaddle’s studies have shown that starlings can be trained to discriminate between symmetrical
and asymmetrical stimuli, yet to be found is an initial preference for symmetry that would be
exist if FA is used to determine social interactions or sexual selection. In addition, starlings seem
to be unable to detect the low levels of asymmetry that are found in nature, thus it is unlikely that
symmetry plays an important role in the evolutionary history of starlings.
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From the current visual perception research conducted in starlings, it is difficult to come
to any conclusions on how they perceive depth. Many of the experiments performed have found
ambiguous or minimal results. The current experiment seeks to expand what is known about the
starling’s visual cognition. This study not only investigates the use of shading as a visual cue for
depth, but also the use of the European starling as an experimental species by our lab.
Methods
Subjects
Five wild-caught male starlings were used as subject. These starlings were used as
subjects in a prior experiment looking at stress physiology. All birds were housed in individual
cages that were 35.5 cm wide×46.5 cm high×34.5 cm deep for the duration of the experiment
and maintained on a 12:12 light:dark schedule. Starlings were provided with ad libitum water
and kept at 85-95% of their free feeding weight. Starlings were fed and reinforced with
BioServe® dustless precision pellets, 45mg rodent grain-based diet. Their diet was changed to
the BioServe pellets to assure that the birds were able to identify the pellets as food and consume
them. Additionally, starlings were food deprived before training and testing (see procedure for
more information on deprivation schedules).
Procedure
The overall goal of the experiment was to operantly condition the starlings to peck at
convex and concave stimuli such that the ability of the starlings to identify objects based on their
shape was determinable by peck rates. Since this was the first time starlings were used in the
laboratory, a large portion of this experiment was devoted to building and troubleshooting the
operant box (Phase I) and conditioning the starlings (Phase II). More recently, we have moved
on to Phase III, training the starlings on the discrimination task. Ideally this would be followed
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by transfer test in Phase IV to see if the starlings could transfer their discrimination to novel
stimuli, however, the starlings were not able to learn the discrimination task to move on the next
phase when this manuscript was written. The current study looks at Phases I-III; each phase is
described in further detail below.
Phase I – Building and Refining the Apparatus
Apparatus
Testing was conducted in an opaque Plexiglas chamber (external dimensions: 29 cm
wide×22.5 cm high×29 cm deep). The box had a viewing window that was 21 cm wide×16.5 cm
high, 2.5 cm from the bottom of the box floor, and opposite the vertically sliding door. Pecks
were detected by an infrared touch screen (22.5 cm wide×21 cm high×4 mm deep, CarrollTouch
manufactured by Elo Touch) mounted onto the viewing window that was controlled by an Elo
Touch CarrollTouch 4000S Serial Controller. Stimuli were displayed on a 1024×768 pixel
resolution, 16 cm×9 cm LCD monitor (Lilliput 7" VGA screen). The monitor screen was
centered on the window 7.5 cm from the floor of the box and was mounted on an adjustable arm.
For this experiment, the monitor was flushed to the back of the touch screen. A 28 V houselight
was located in the center of the ceiling. A food hopper was situated behind the box and monitor
and was attached to a plastic funnel which dispensed food through a 1.5 cm diameter opening to
a 2.5 cm deep×4 cm wide trough located at the center floor of the box beneath the viewing
window. A dark cloth was used to cover the back of the box, minimizing the amount of external
light in the box, and preventing the starlings from seeing any extraneous visual stimuli through
the portion of the window that was not covered by the monitor. Experimental events were
controlled and recorded by a Dell 386-class computer. A camera was installed on the inside of
the box to monitor the behavior of the starlings during testing. Testing was performed in the
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same room the birds were housed in. When placed in the operant box, the starlings were visually
isolated from each other, but they could still hear one another (See schematic in Figure 5).
Troubleshooting
The current specifications of the apparatus are as described above; however several
changes were made from the original design. The original design specification for the food
hopper was intended for use with 20 mg pellets and a piece of clear rubber tubing was used to
connect the food hopper to the back of the food trough rather than the funnel. At the time, our lab
had difficulty finding a manufacturer who could make 20 mg dustless pellets that could be used,
thus the hopper was adjusted to dispense 45 mg pellets that were purchased from BioServe. Once
the 45 mg pellets were received and the apparatus was set up, we habituated each starling and
subsequently started the autoshaping process (described in detail in Phase II). During this part of
the experiment, we noticed that if the birds did not immediately eat the reinforcements, there was
a buildup of pellets in the tubing. The pellets would often clog the tube, preventing the scheduled
reinforcements from being received by the starling inside of the operant chamber. To correct for
this, the tubing was replaced with a plastic funnel with a wide mouth and channel. This
prevented the pellets from becoming clogged in channel of the funnel. In addition, the funnel
entered the trough through a small opening in the back of the trough which actually decreased in
radius so only one pellet could fit through at one time. However, this also caused the pellets to
clog the apparatus and the opening was sanded down to widen its radius. The latter two changes
greatly reduced the blockage of the trough by the buildup of pellets. There is still a tiny ridge in
the present apparatus between the end of the funnel and the trough which occasionally hinders a
pellet from reaching the trough, but this does not occur to a great extent and does not appear to
have a great effect on the delivery of the reinforcements. In addition to these changes, there were
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often problems with loose wiring on the apparatus that disrupted the connection of the hopper to
its power source and hindered the delivery of the pellets to the operant box which were fixed.
Making these physical changes to the apparatus was time consuming and identifying the
problems with the apparatus was done as the birds were being autoshaped, which may have
affected their ability to be conditioned.
Phase II – Pre-training
The starlings were initially habituated to the operant box for 15-45 minutes a day for
approximately one week. During habituation the starlings were placed in the operant box with
the light turned on and the food trough filled with food. This was done so the birds could get
used to the environment of the box and so that they could begin to associate the trough as a place
where food can be found. After habituation the starlings started their pre-training sessions as the
apparatus was being refined, however testing was sporadic and it was not until major changes
were made to the apparatus (as described above) that we were able to move on to Phase II of this
experiment.
In order to encourage the birds to peck at the screen, the birds were reinforced for
successive desirable behaviors, or “shaped”. During all parts of this phase, reinforcement
schedules were electronically controlled by a computer program that automatically shaped –
“autoshaped” – the starlings. Starlings were trained to peck at a 1.8 cm diameter white circle,
termed a “warning signal”, located in the center of the monitor to obtain a food reward. The
expectation of food stimulus was the unconditioned stimulus (US), the warning signal was the
conditioned stimulus (CS), and pecking at the warning signal was the response. Conditioning
occurred in two parts: response independent and response dependent.
Response Independent Training
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Initial pre-training was done to classically condition the starlings; the pairing of the US
with the CS occurred regardless of the animal’s response. In other words, reinforcements were
received at the end of each trial regardless of whether or not the starlings pecked at the warning
signal (response independent training). Each session consisted of 100 trials, with an inter-trialinterval (ITI) of 60 s during which only the plain black screen was visible. The warning signal
appeared on the screen for 10 s, the hopper duration was set to 500 ms and each session lasted
approximately 2 hours. In the autoshaping program, whenever the food hopper was turned on,
the lights would turn off. Starlings were tested every-other day until they pecked for at least 50
trials in one session. Initially birds were deprived for 2 hours prior to auto-shaping. The
deprivation schedule was slowly increased to overnight deprivation for the first bird being
trained and a minimum of 2 hours for the remaining birds. The order in which the birds were pretrained was counterbalanced.
Response Dependent Training
Once a starling learned to peck at the warning signal, autoshaping was moved to a
response-dependent procedure where birds were only reinforced when they pecked at the screen.
This part of the experiment shifted the conditioning of the starlings from classical to operant
conditioning where the pairing of the US and the CS was dependent on the starling’s response.
The ITI in the autoshaping program was decreased to 5s, and all other variable remained
constant. When switched to the response dependent phase, all 5 birds had difficulty finishing 100
trials in a 2 hour period. Since the starlings did not peck at the warning signal frequently enough
and did not appear to be eating the pellet reinforcements they did receive, we limited the amount
of food in their home cage. Starlings were fed approximately 10 grams of the BioServe pellets
the day before testing and given 30 grams before non-testing days. This quantity was empirically
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determined to be the amount of pellets starlings could consume overnight. Starlings were pretrained on a daily basis. The first 2 birds tested on a given day were deprived overnight while the
remaining 3 birds were deprived in the morning for a minimum of 3 hours. Once again, the order
of starlings tested was counterbalanced. Starlings were considered to have completed training
when they pecked at 80 of the 100 trials. All starlings were able to complete this portion of the
training and moved on to Phase III.
Phase III – Discrimination Training
After starlings were trained to peck at the screen for a food reward, they were placed on
the shading program where the warning signal was followed by one of the baseline stimuli
describe below. By the time the birds moved on to Phase III of the experiment, they should have
learned to associate pecking at the warning signal with food reinforcers. Starlings were tested on
a daily basis during this portion of the experiment.
Stimulus generation
The same stimuli were used in this experiment as those in Cook et al. (2009). The
following description of the stimuli was related by Commons-Miller (personal communication,
April 9, 2009).
The stimuli were made in 3DSMAX 7 and were either blue or peach colored (See Figure
4 and 6). The images were rendered with a convex bump sticking up and a concave dip sticking
down. White circular spotlights were used to illuminate the object and a central light sat high in
the center of the stimulus field. Spotlights were placed in each of the following locations: rightback, right-front, left-back, and left-front. Images were rendered from a camera angle of 25º and
35º from the horizon.
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The stimuli could be one of 2 colors, 2 shapes, 4 directions of illumination (see Figure 6)
and 2 camera angles, allowing for 32 possible combinations. Each possible stimulus was shown
3 times in random order during one session for a total of 96 trials. Previous studies have found
that pigeons are able to discriminate the global properties of an object when trained on a large
number of stimuli. This increases the likelihood that the pigeons focus on the overall features of
the stimuli instead of a specific feature such as color and decreases the ability of the pigeon to
memorize the pattern stimuli and the reinforcements received (Cook, 1992). Ideally, varying the
attributes of the stimuli presented to the starlings should have a similar effect, forcing them to
attune to the similarities among the stimuli that are reinforced rather than memorizing their
properties.
Peck rates
The trial started when the starling pecked at the warning signal; 25 ms later one of the
baseline stimuli appeared in the center of the screen for 20 s. The birds were reinforced each time
they pecked at the stimulus and at the end of each trial. The hopper duration was set to 750 ms.
Each session had 96 trials, with an ITI of 3 s and lasted 1-3 hours. Initially pecks were reinforced
a maximum of 2 s after the screen was pecked, the interval of reinforcement was varied but
occurred within this 2 s interval. This variance in reinforcement delivery time is known as the
variable interval (VI). Once a starling had a constant peck rate of at least 4 pecks on average per
trial, the VI of reinforcement was slowly increased from 2s to 5s. Increasing the VI time has
been found to increase the peck rates in pigeons, and the same was expected for the starlings
(Cook, R., personal communication, March 23, 2009). When the starlings had an average peck
rate of 5-7 pecks, they were moved on to the discrimination task. The program used to test the
starlings was adapted from the protocol of Cook et al. (2009), however the VI time in that study
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was much greater, partially due to the higher peck rates of the pigeons. Increasing the VI time
too greatly may have resulted in the extinction of the pecking behavior. At the time the data was
sampled, all birds but Alfred had been moved on to the discrimination learning task.
Discrimination Learning
Whether the starlings can use shape from shading as a visual cue will be determined by
the peck rates for the two different shaped stimuli – convex or concave. Since shading is the only
constant indicator of shape in the 32 stimuli, if the starlings can discriminate between the two
types of images, shading must play a large role. If the starlings can adapt their peck rates
depending on the type of stimulus presented, this may indicate that the starlings have learned the
discrimination and can determine the shape of the object in the image using shading cues.
In the discrimination learning task, starlings were shown the same stimuli, but were only
reinforced for stimuli that depicted a convex bump (the “S+” or reinforced stimulus) and received
a time out if they pecked at the concave dip (the “S-” or the stimulus that was not reinforced). If a
starling pecked at the S-, they received no reinforcement. Interspersed within the trials were
probe trials where the S+ was not reinforced. This allowed us to determine whether the birds are
indeed pecking differently for the S+ stimuli. Not reinforcing a few of the S+ trials should
increase the peck rates of the birds, partially because the time the bird spends eating the
reinforcers is eliminated (Cook, R., personal communication March 31, 2009). At this time, the
starlings are still learning the discrimination task and remain in this phase of the experiment.
Results
We expected that starlings to be able to use shading as a cue for object discrimination.
The current experiment is an ongoing project, and a sample of the data was taken for this report.
At this time, all five birds were moved on to Phase III and were exposed to the stimuli. However,
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since some birds took a longer period of time to meet the conditioning requirements to complete
Phase II, each starling has been subject to a different number of sessions of the shading program.
Figure 7 shows the average peck rate per trial for each session for all five birds. On
average, the starlings would peck 4.86 times in a trial (SD = 2.750, range 1.00–15.42; see Table
1 for average peck rates for individual birds). It should be noted that peck rates include trials
where the birds pecked at the warning signal to start the trial, but not at the stimulus, resulting in
0 pecks for a session. The boxes around the data points in Figure 7 represent the trial at which
the program was switched to the discrimination learning task. Although not all birds pecked at
the same rate, they were moved on to the discrimination task when they showed no signs of
increasing their peck rate any further. At the moment, Alfred has yet to start the discrimination
task, and we are still trying to increase his peck rates. Therefore, he is not included in the
subsequent analysis of the discrimination task.
When we placed them on the discrimination learning task, we expect the starlings’ peck
rates to decrease slightly since they are not being reinforced as frequently, and over time, we
predict that peck rates for the S+ (reinforced) and the S- (non-reinforced) trials will diverge,
indicating that starlings can differentiate between the two conditions. Ideally the peck rates for
the S+ and S- should initially be the same and diverge over time as the starlings learn to respond
to the different reinforcement schedules. During analysis only the S+ probe trials were analyzed.
Probe trials consisted of S+ trials that were not reinforced and allowed us to analyze the average
number of pecks by the starlings when they were not spending time eating the reinforcements.
The pigeons’ discrimination ratios for each session from the Cook et al. (2009) study can
be seen in Figure 8. The discrimination ratio (DR) was determined by dividing the number of
pecks for the reinforced S+ trials by the number of pecks in both the reinforced and non-
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reinforced (S-) trials ( DR 

S
). A DR of 0.50 is considered to be chance and a DR above
S  S 

this is indicative of learning. As expected, the pigeons started with a DR around chance that
increased over the sessions. Although the pigeons appear to be able to learn the discrimination
task within 5–15 sessions, starlings seem to have more difficulty with the task. Figure 9 shows
the discrimination ratios for the 4 starlings on the learning task. It should be noted that while the
pigeons have been tested for a maximum of 25 sessions until their discrimination ratios were
above chance, the starlings have only completed 5-16 trials. Thus, while the starlings’
discrimination ratios do not vary much from 0.50, it is possible that the data for the starlings was
taken too early in the learning process.
Two of the four starlings, Dick and Frank, do have a DR slightly above chance. This may
be indicative of their ability to respond to the differences in reinforcement of the convex S+ and
concave S-. Individual starling’s average peck rates per trial for each session for both the S+ and
S- trials are shown in Figures 10–13 for Barnum, Dick, Egbert, and Frank respectively. To
determine whether or not the passerines appear to be learning the task we will look at the last
four sessions of the task to see if there is a difference in the peck rates for the S+ and the S-. The
last four sessions were chosen because an upward trend could be seen in the DR of Frank and
Dick. The difference between the peck rates for the S+ and S- for Dick’s and Frank’s peck rates
are significant (Dick: t(3) = 5.02, p = 0.015; Frank: t(3) = 3.33, p = 0.045). Analysis of the last
four sessions for Barnum and Egbert reveals that their peck rates are not significantly different
(Barnum: t(3) = 0.10, p = 0.925; Frank: t(3) = 0.16, p = 0.882).
Since Dick and Frank are the only two birds that may be learning to discriminate between
the convex S+ and the concave S- stimuli, their last four sessions were analyzed further using a
three-way Analysis of Variances (ANOVAs) to see if their peck rates were effected by variables
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other than shape. There were a total of 32 different stimuli that the starlings were exposed to and
four aspects in which the stimuli could vary: shape (convex S+ or concave S-), camera angle (25º
or 35º), color (blue or peach), and light source (right-front, left-front, right-rear, or left-front).
There were no significant interactions for Dick, nor was there a main effect for either camera
angle or light source (see Table 2). However, there was a main effect of color (F(1,3) = 90.62, p
= 0.002). Dick’s peck rates for the blue colored stimuli were significantly higher than the peach
stimuli. Frank did not show the same effect of color (F(1,3) = 0.14, p = 0.737), nor did he have
any significant interactions or main effects for variables other than shape (see Table 2).
Discussion
In the current experiment, we hypothesized that starlings can use shading as a visual cue
for object perception. If starlings respond to these tests the same way as the pigeons, then it may
be that all birds can use shading information for object discriminations. While we are still
collecting data, the significant difference between concave S+ and convex S- trials for both Dick
and Frank indicate that they can learn to discriminate between concave and convex shapes using
shading cues. However, this is based solely on four sessions and further testing needs to be done
to ascertain that the starlings have indeed learned to discriminate between the S+ and S-. It is
possible that the data for the starlings were taken too early in the learning process to find any
substantial evidence that Barnum and Egbert use shape from shading. The upward trend in the
discrimination ratios of Frank and Dick makes it tempting to propose that all starlings can use
shape from shading as a visual cue for depth and shape. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen if
these trends are maintained in subsequent sessions and if the discrimination ratios of all of the
starlings can climb above chance.
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An interesting finding in this study was that Dick appears to have a significantly higher
peck rate for the blue stimuli over the peach ones. While this effect is not seen in Frank, there is
a slight, but non-significant, interaction between peck rate and color (F(1,3) = 4.94, p = 0.113;
see Table 2). This is surprising since the Cook et al. (2009) study did not find any effect for
color, camera angle, or light source, nor did they find any significant interactions between
variables (Cook, R., personal communication, April 20, 2009). The increased peck rates for the
blue stimuli may be an indication of the starlings’ preference for pecking at the blue stimuli.
Greenwood et al. (2002) noted in her studies on the UV preference of starlings that the birds
seemed to prefer a brighter environment. It is possible that the blue stimulus activates the lower
range of the starling’s UVS cones and may appear to be brighter to the starlings than the peach
stimuli. However, there was no detected difference in the brightness of the blue and peach
stimuli that could be found using a Gossen Mavo Monitor USB luminance meter (Nuremberg,
GR). Nonetheless, that does not rule out the possibility that the starlings perceive some aspect of
the blue stimuli differently.
Starlings seem to be much slower at learning than pigeons according to Cook et al.
(2009). This may be due to several factors. The pigeons tested by Cook et al. have been
previously conditioned to peck at the touch screen, and therefore assuring that the pigeons were
properly conditioned was not a large factor in their experiment. Moreover, pigeons have been
tested in operant boxes in the Cook et al. lab previously and have a large history of being tested
in visual perception studies. Many of the kinks of using pigeons as model subjects have been
worked out. However, this is not the case with the starlings. There are still occasionally minor
problems with the wiring of the apparatus and the clogging of the entrance to the food trough,
but these problems are easily remedied. Confining starlings in small spaces has been found to be
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very stressful (Romero, M., personal communication, November 2008) and some birds
performed somersaults – their typical stress response – inside the operant chamber even after
they were habituated to the box and well into Phase III of this experiment. In addition to
adjusting to a new, perhaps stressful, environment, the starlings were also required to adjust to a
new diet of pellets. These factors may have delayed the time it took to condition the birds since
they were adjusting to being inside the operant box and the new diet during conditioning.
Interestingly, some of the starlings also showed a stress response when initially placed on the
discrimination learning task. The birds were being differentially reinforced and would often bend
backwards when they did not receive food for pecking at the S-. From this observation it appears
that by the time the birds were placed onto the discrimination task, the starlings were conditioned
to peck at the screen in order to receive a food reward.
It should be noted that the houselights were turned off to emphasize the dispensing of the
food into the trough when the birds were being autoshaped. This is of particular interest because
Dick initially appeared to be pecking to the warning signal and responding to the lights rather
than the food reinforcements during the response dependent portion of Phase II. Thus, it may be
possible that Dick was conditioned to peck at screen by the light. However, this is unlikely since
it has been observed that Dick does eat the food reinforcements in the box and his peck rates did
decrease after the trials were differentially reinforced as expected. Frank is the only starling that
appears to be eating the reinforcements after each trial. While the other birds do eat pellets when
reinforced, they do not always eat the reinforcements given at the end of every trial. This may
indicate that these birds are not hungry enough to eat all of their reinforcements; however, when
taken out of the apparatus and returned to their cages, the starlings tend to move immediately to
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their food bowls. Furthermore, all birds have decreased their peck rates when they are placed on
the discrimination task indicating that they are responding to the food to some degree.
The starlings also had a fairly low peck rate with a maximum average number of pecks
per trials of 15.42 pecks. Such a low peck rate makes it difficult to see if the peck rates for the S+
and the S- are diverging since there is not a large range in which the peck rates can vary. The VI
times of the birds was increased from 2 s to 5 s to increase the starlings’ peck rates. We could
have increased the VI time further, but given their initial low peck rates, we were afraid we
would lose the pecking behavior if the VI time were increased. Increasing the VI time increases
the range of time in which the birds can be reinforced. If the VI time is too long, then the animal
may not associate pecking with food and the two would not be paired during conditioning. The
pigeons tended to have a VI time of approximately 20 s and a much higher peck rate overall
(Cook, R., personal communication, March 2009). A possible explanation for this may be in the
difference in the bills of the two birds. Pigeons have small hard bills that they use to feed on
grains, whereas starlings have a longer softer bill that’s used to probe for insects. Therefore, it
may be more natural for a pigeons to continuously peck the screen for food then for a starlings.
If the rest of the starlings – Alfred, Barnum, and Egbert – have difficulty learning the
discrimination learning task and continue to have low peck rates, the way the task is structured
may be changed. Currently the birds are trained to either peck at a stimulus or not to peck in
what is known as a “go/no-go” design. This may be changed to a simultaneous discrimination
task where starlings are shown the concave and convex stimuli at the same time and must peck at
and they perceive to be convex (the S+). In the latter design, only a few pecks are needed to
indicate the bird’s choice.
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Although this experiment was designed to mirror that of Cook et al. (2009), there are
some minor differences between the two procedures that may have had an affect on our
experiment. Putting aside the differences in apparatus and the adjustments made to accommodate
the different species tested, the Cook et al. procedure turned off the houselights when the pigeons
were given a timeout. However, in the current experiment, the house light remained on at all
times during the discrimination learning task. This was not a deliberate decision on the part of
the experimenter but rather a portion of the initial shading program that had been overlooked.
Even though this may seem like a small variation, turning off the house light serves to accentuate
the timeouts and may have made the lack of reinforcements in the S- trials more noticeable. At
the same time, since houselights turning off served to emphasize the dispensation of food during
conditioning, having lights turn off could have be a conflicting cue – indicating food during
conditioning and time outs during the discrimination task.
One other difference between the procedure with the starlings and the pigeons to note is
that when testing pigeons, there was a 5 cm gap between the monitor and the back of the touch
screen. In the current experiment, the starlings are tested with the monitor flush against the back
of the touch screen. Moving the monitor back should allow the stimuli to be viewed from a
greater viewing distance and may make it easier for the starlings to perceive the entire image. It
should be noted that the stimuli presented to the starlings is smaller than that presented to the
pigeons, but the size of the stimulus relative to the size of the bird may not be constant. While it
has been found that the binocular field of the starlings is very similar to that of pigeons, starlings
can actually protrude their eyes forward when they open their bills to enhance their myopic
vision (Martin, 1986). With the longer bill of the starling, it may have been difficult for them to
view the image with both eyes. In fact, the starlings are often observed to stand to one side of the
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stimuli and peck from the side rather than straight on like the pigeons. This may be because the
image is too large for the starling’s binocular field and moving the monitor back may alleviate
this problem.
An alternative explanation for why the starlings are seen to stand to the side of the stimuli
may have to do with the lateralization of their eyes. Usually the starling stands so that his left eye
can view the stimulus. Starlings have a larger number of single cone photoreceptors in their left
eye and have been found to perform better on discrimination tasks with their left eye (Hart et al.,
2001; Templeton & Gonzalez, 2004; Templeton & Christensen-Dykema, 2008). This may be
part of the reason the starlings stand to the side, because they are better able to discriminate the
stimuli with the left eye. Further tests with the screen moved back and perhaps monocular
occlusion of the left or right eye are required to verify this hypothesis.
Another procedural difference between the current study and the Cook et al. (2009)
protocol is that half of the pigeons tested by Cook et al. were reinforced for convex stimuli and
the other half were reinforced for the concave stimuli. Thus, the shape that was assigned to be
the S+ for the pigeons varied. Pigeons appeared to perform equally as well when either the
concave or convex stimuli were differentially reinforced. Therefore, in the current experiment,
only the convex trials were reinforced. This was partially done to ensure we had an adequate
number of starlings on the discrimination task to be able to analyze the trends. However, there is
no reason to suppose that difference in discrimination abilities pigeons reflects that of starlings.
In the future, the starling discrimination learning task can be changed to include some birds that
have the concave stimuli as the S+.
This is the first study that looks at the use of shading information in the European starling
and is the first time starlings were used as an experimental subject in our lab. The birds on the
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current experiment will continue on the learning discrimination task. If Alfred, Barnum, and
Egbert do not learn the discrimination in several weeks, then we may make some of the changes
described above. Once all of the starlings do learn to discriminate between the convex and
concave stimuli, we can move on to Phase IV of this experiment and insert transfer trials into the
shading program. Transfer trials consist of novel stimuli that similar to probe trials in that they
are not reinforced. These tests allow us to establish that it is indeed the shading cues in the
stimuli that the starlings are responding to by adding stimuli with varying characteristics and
watching to see if the bird treats the novel test as an S+ or S-. If a starling perceives a novel
stimulus to be the same as the S+, his peck rate for the transfer trial should be the same as for an
S+ trial. The same is true for the S-. Additionally, transfer tests allow us to determine if the
starlings have learned to discriminate between stimuli because of their shape (convex or
concave), or if they memorized the stimulus set.
Future experiment with transfer tests will allow us to look at a variety of properties of
shape from shading in starlings. Transfer tests can be done using the same variations as the ones
performed with the pigeons by Cook et al. (2009): changing camera angles, removing cast
shadows, changing the height of the shape, systematically removing shading information, and
changing the specularity of the image. Recently in the Cook lab, the pigeons have been tested on
stimuli that vary in the number of pixels, changing the resolution of the image, and on a variety
of different shapes (Cook, R., personal communication, November 2008). The same transfer test
can be performed with the starlings. Shapes can also be rotated 180º to see if the starlings assume
lighting to be from above the way humans (Ramachandran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran,
1992) and pigeons do (Cook, R., personal communication, November 2008). Alternatively, it
would be interesting to give the starlings the same convex or concave stimuli defined by texture
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gradients rather then shading information and see if the starlings are still able to discriminate the
shape of the object. This would indicate that the starlings did indeed learn to discriminate the
global shape of the object rather than specific gradients of light and that they can also use
information from texture gradients for object discrimination.
Future experiments hinge on the ability of the starlings to learn the current discrimination
task. However, because two starlings show are already showing significant differences in their
peck rates for the S+ and S-, there is a lot of potential for future experimentation. Since the
stimuli used in the current experiment did have a visible contour, using shaded circles like those
used in many of the shape from shading experiments performed with humans (see Figure 2). If
the starlings do learn to discriminate the convex stimuli from the concave ones, then transfer
tests using circles with vertical gradients of light can be used to see if they can perceive shape
from the shading gradient alone. Stimuli that resemble those used in human shape from shading
experiments would allow a comparative study of shape from shading in humans and starlings.
Assuming that the starlings can see shape from these stimuli, it would be interesting to see if
starlings peck at circles with horizontal gradients as concave or convex, or if they are unable to
discriminate them. The perceived shape of circles with horizontal gradients varies in humans
depending on where the assumed light source is located. If starlings are unable to consistently
discriminate a horizontal shading gradient, it would be seen by peck rates in between those for
the convex S+ and the concave S- used in the current study, and would indicate that shape from
shading information in starlings is dependent on the light source. However, if they do see
horizontal gradients as either concave or convex and have intermediate peck rates, it may be that
shape from shading in starlings, like humans, depends on the source of light.
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If the starlings can use the shading information in two dimensional circles to discriminate
between perceived shape then a variety of other aspects of shape from shading in humans can be
tested. Since rotating the shading gradients of circles changes the perceived depth, it would be
interesting to see how the starlings respond to rotated shading gradients. Additionally, it would
be interesting to see how the starlings’ peck rates for circles with rotated gradients compare with
stimuli used in the Cook et al. (2009) experiment with varying height. Other interesting future
studies include using stimuli like that in Figure 3, to determine the role of edges and incomplete
borders on shape perception or in a different testing paradigm, see if starlings can perform a
visual search task like that used by Kleffener and Ramachandran (1992).
The current study was adapted from the Cook et al. (2009) presentation to look at the use
of shape from shading as a visual cue for starlings. Once the starlings are properly trained to
interact with the apparatus and they are able to learn the discrimination, the number of possible
future experiments is limitless. Virtually any task tested with pigeons in operant boxes can be
conducted with starlings, allowing for numerous cross species studies and an expansion of what
is known about the visual perception of European starlings. The results obtained thus far seem to
indicate that starlings can learn to discriminate between convex and concave shape using shading
cues. However, this can not be fully ascertained until the starlings are trained further on the
discrimination learning task and transfer tests are performed in the future.
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Table 1
Mean Peck Rate per Trial for All Sessions
Bird
Number of Sessions
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

Alfred
2
3.65
1.024
2.93– 4.38

Barnum
22
3.23
1.347
1.00–6.67

Dick
30
4.21
1.819
1.67–7.78

Egbert
16
4.68
1.405
3.00–8.76

Frank
21
7.87
3.547
2.00–15.42
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Table 2
Main Effects and Interactions for Dick and Frank in the Last Four Sessions
Dick
*

***

Effect
Shape: Convex (S+)/Concave (S-)

Analysis of Variance
F(1,3) = 25.24, p = 0.015

Camera angle: 25º/35º
Color: Blue/Peach
Light Source: RF//LF/RR/LR†

F(1,3) = 0.16, p = 0.713
F(1,3) = 90.62, p = 0.002
F(3,1) = 0.60, p = 0.712

Color × Camera
Color × Light Source
Light source × Camera
Shape × Camera
Shape × Color

F (1,3) = 1.41, p = 0.321
F(3,1) = 9.10, p = 0.238
F(3,1) = 0.21, p = 0.885
F(1,3) = 0.24, p = 0.661
F(1,3) = 0.00, p = 0.983

Shape × Color × Camera
Shape × Color × Light
Shape × Light × Camera

F(1,3) = 4.38, p = 0.127
F(3,1) = 1.06, p = 0.597
F(3,1) = 0.28, p = 0.847

Frank
*

Effect
Shape: Convex (S+)/Concave (S-)

Analysis of Variance
F(1,3) = 11.09, p = 0.045

Camera angle: 25º/35º
Color: Blue/Peach
Light Source: RF/LF/RR/LR†

F(1,3) = 0.90, p = 0.413
F(1,3) = 0.14, p = 0.737
F(3,1) = 9.67, p = 0.231

Color × Camera
Color × Light Source
Light source × Camera
Shape × Camera
Shape × Color
Shape × Light

F(1,3) = 2.02, p = 0.251
F(3,1) = 0.90, p = 0.630
F(3,1) = 1.13, p = 0.584
F(1,3) = 0.52, p = 0.522
F(1,3) = 4.94, p = 0.113
F(3,1) = 4.52, p = 0.330

Shape × Color × Camera
Shape × Color × Light
Shape × Light × Camera

F(1,3) = 3.66, p = 0.152
F(3,1) = 1.29, p = 0.556
F(3,1) = 0.06, p = 0.975

Right-Front/Left-Front/Right-Rear/Left-Rear respectively

†
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Figures

Figure 1: Photographed stimulus used by Yonas et al. (1979 taken from a molded surface. The
convex form was defined as side with the lighter portion of the gradient closest to assumed the
light source. With overhead lighting, the left side of the photograph would be considered convex
and the right concave.
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Figure 2: Sample stimuli from Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992). Top: Vertical gradients of
shading can give the impression of convexity or concavity. If the same stimuli are viewed
regarding the background as an occluder delineating the Shape of the object in front of a graded
background, the perception of depth can be eliminated. Bottom: Stimuli with horizontal gradients
in opposing directions. Shape can be seen from horizontal gradients only if it is assumed that
there is a solitary light source.
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Figure 3: Segmented boundaries on a constant gradient used by Ramachandran (1988) to show
the influence of borders on the perception of Shape from shading.
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Figure 4: Sample convex and concave stimuli in both peach and blue used by Cook et al. (2009)
and in the current experiment.
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:

Figure 5: Schematic drawing of the apparatus from an inside and side view. Dimensions are not
to scale but represent the general construction of the apparatus.
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Figure 6: Sample stimuli used in the Cook et al. (2009) experiment as well as the current study
showing variations in the direction of the light source.
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Figure 7: The average peck rate per trial for each session for all five birds. The small squares
surrounding the data points indicate the point at which the birds were placed upon the
discrimination learning task. All birds but Alfred was able to move on to the learning task.
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Figure 8: Discrimination ratios for pigeons for each session from the Cook et al. 2009 study.
Chance is considered to be 0.50 or 50%. In their study, pigeon were reinforced for either the
convex (up S+) or the concave (down S+) trials.
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Figure 9: Discrimination ratios for the starlings for each session on the discrimination learning
task. All starlings were reinforced for the convex (S+) trials.
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Figure 10: Barnum’s average peck rate per trial for each session for both the reinforced (S+) and
non-reinforced stimuli (S-) during discrimination learning task.
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Figure 11: Dick’s average peck rate per trial for each session for both the reinforced (S+) and
non-reinforced stimuli (S-) during discrimination learning task. Asterisks indicate a significant
difference between the S+ and the S-.
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Figure 12: Egbert’s average peck rate per trial for each session for both the reinforced (S+) and
non-reinforced stimuli (S-) during discrimination learning task.
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Figure 13: Frank’s average peck rate per trial for each session for both the reinforced (S+) and
non-reinforced stimuli (S-) during discrimination learning task. Asterisks indicate a significant
difference between the S+ and the S-.

